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Horatio’s head, arty ants and an ephemeral lake
May’s sharpest science shots, selected by Nature’s photo team.
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Inside the Palace

Expand

Ju Huanzong/Xinhua via ZUMA Wire

China’s Lunar Palace 1 research facility is designed to test life-support systems that will be needed to

realize the country’s goal of establishing a base on the Moon. This month, volunteers started a series of

experiments for which they will be sealed into the site in Beijing for weeks at a time.

https://www.nature.com/news/horatio-s-head-arty-ants-and-an-ephemeral-lake-1.22055#auth-1
http://www.nature.com/news/web-china-lunar-palace-20170510-zaf-x99-119-jpg-7.44396?article=1.22055
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Art ants

A full ant farm is included in this work by artist Anicka Yi, currently on display at the Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum in New York City. Yi works with biologists and chemists to forge pieces that rely

on smell as well as sight for their impact.

David Heald/Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation

Image Slideshow

http://www.nature.com/news/horatio-s-head-arty-ants-and-an-slideshow-44490-7.44490?article=1.22055&img=7.44491


This work, entitled Lifestyle Wars, combines living ants with Plexiglas, mirrors, LEDs, computer

servers and imitation pearls to create — the gallery says — “the possibility of a shared psychic

experience between ant and human”.

Byron Smith/NYT/eyevine

http://www.nature.com/news/horatio-s-head-arty-ants-and-an-slideshow-44490-7.44490?article=1.22055&img=7.44492
https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/the-hugo-boss-prize-2016


Jupiter enhanced

Artist Seán Doran uses image-processing techniques to turn data on Jupiter from NASA’s Juno

mission into images that he calls “creative efforts in communicating the ongoing exploration of the

solar system”. You can see more of Doran’s work on Flickr and Twitter.

Seán Doran/Gerald Eichstädt/MSSS/SwRI/NASA

Image Slideshow

http://www.nature.com/news/scanning-horatio-s-head-ants-as-slideshow-44445-7.44445?article=1.22055&img=7.44446
https://www.flickr.com/photos/136797589@N04/albums
https://twitter.com/_theseaning
http://www.nature.com/news/scanning-horatio-s-head-ants-as-slideshow-44445-7.44445?article=1.22055&img=7.44447


A passing lake

Juno continues to produce surprises as well as images — a raft of papers published last week shows

surprises such as clusters of storms around Jupiter’s poles; an ammonia plume from the planet’s

depths; and a magnetic field that is both stronger and patchier than previously predicted.

Seán Doran/Gerald Eichstädt/MSSS/SwRI/NASA

This picture shows the source data and the result after Doran has worked his magic.

Seán Doran/Gerald Eichstädt/MSSS/SwRI/NASA
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Copernicus Sentinel data (2017)/ESA (CC BY-SA 3.0 IGO)

Lake Mackay in Western Australia comes and goes with the rain. Brown hills poke through the surface

of the ephemeral lake in this image, shot by the European Space Agency’s Copernicus Sentinel-2B

satellite as scientists continue to calibrate its instruments after its March launch.

http://www.nature.com/news/jupiter-s-secrets-revealed-by-nasa-probe-1.22027
http://www.nature.com/news/scanning-horatio-s-head-ants-as-slideshow-44445-7.44445?article=1.22055&img=7.44448
http://www.nature.com/news/web-lake-mackay-s2b-15march2017-432-enhanced-jpg-7.44389?article=1.22055
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2017/04/Lake_MacKay_Australia
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2017/04/Lake_MacKay_Australia
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Galactic spiral

Gaia’s vision

Expand

SassePhoto

Multiple Milky Ways are seen in this image from photographer Christian Sasse, who took pictures of the

night sky from Australia every 60 minutes and superimposed them.

http://www.nature.com/news/web-60min-jpg-7.44390?article=1.22055
https://twitter.com/Sassephoto/status/862516166320771072
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http://www.nature.com/news/web-gaia-sky-scan-jpg-7.44391?article=1.22055


Preserved protection

Expand

ESA/Gaia/DPAC

This psychedelic egg is a representation of how the European Space Agency’s Gaia satellite has

scanned the sky since it started operating in 2014. Released last month, the image appears dark blue

where Gaia has frequently scanned a region, and paler colours where its gaze has fallen less often, as

it maps the brightness and position of more than one billion stars.

Expand

Royal Tyrrell Museum

The Royal Tyrrell Museum in Drumheller, Canada, released pictures this month of “the best preserved

armoured dinosaur ever found”. The remarkable 112-million-year-old fossil of a nodosaur was

uncovered by miners in Alberta’s tar sands in 2011.

http://www.nature.com/news/milky-way-mapper-6-ways-the-gaia-spacecraft-will-change-astronomy-1.20569
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2017/04/Gaia_sky_scan
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2017/04/Gaia_sky_scan
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http://www.nature.com/news/web-rtmp-nodosaur-collections-jpg-7.44392?article=1.22055
https://royaltyrrellmuseum.wordpress.com/2017/05/12/media-release-grounds-for-discovery/
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Head start

Expand

Jack Taylor/Getty

Wax effigies of eighteenth-century British naval leader Horatio Nelson and prime minister William Pitt

the Elder were taken from their home at Westminster Abbey this month to be examined at St Thomas’

Hospital in London. The hospital’s radiology department is CT scanning the heads to help conservators

determine their composition and structure.

http://www.nature.com/news/web-wax-face-scan-gettyimages-675781630-jpg-7.44388?article=1.22055
http://www.westminster-abbey.org/press/news/2017/may/new-collaboration-to-reveal-secrets-of-nelson-and-pitt-effigies
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Support structure

Expand

Zsolt Czegledi/EPA/REX/Shutterstock

Artist Lorenzo Quinn’s sculpture of two hands emerging from a Venice canal calls attention to the

climate change that threatens this famous Italian city. Entitled Support, it is on show as part of the

Venice Biennale until November.

http://www.nature.com/news/web-rexfeatures-8819551h-jpg-7.44397?article=1.22055
https://www.instagram.com/p/BUHT8oPFeSu/
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The view from above

Drones are increasingly used by scientists, but they also give hobby enthusiasts a new view of the

ground. The book Dronescapes (Thames & Hudson, 2017) collects some of the shots taken by the

Dronestagram online community, including this picture of Lake Guerlédan, France.

Nicolas Charles/www.dronestagr.am

Image Slideshow

http://www.nature.com/news/scanning-horatio-s-head-ants-as-slideshow-44361-7.44361?article=1.22055&img=7.44365
http://www.thamesandhudson.com/Dronescapes/9780500544723


Oceanside, California

kdilliard/www.dronestagr.am

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Alexandre Salem/www.dronestagr.am

http://www.nature.com/news/scanning-horatio-s-head-ants-as-slideshow-44361-7.44361?article=1.22055&img=7.44363
http://www.nature.com/news/scanning-horatio-s-head-ants-as-slideshow-44361-7.44361?article=1.22055&img=7.44366


Nature doi:10.1038/nature.2017.22055

Pfeiffer Beach, California

Romeo Durscher/www.dronestagr.am
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